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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Sponsor background and needs

The Ceramic HEPA Filter Program has been in continual progress for over 10 years at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. The goal is to develop a fire resistant filter with better performance (e.g.,
heat, flame, moisture, corrosion, loading). These ceramic HEPA filters should survive higher
temperatures and fires better than existing technology [1]. Concurrent with the development of better
filter media, testing must also be undertaken in order to verify predictions about performance with
empirical data.
The necessity of such a fire and fire suppressant resistant filter media was made apparent during a fire in a
plutonium glove box at the Rocky Flats Plant in 1957. The fire burned 400 out of 700 cellulose based
HEPA filters, resulting in Building 71 being contaminated with radiation. The advent of glass- fiber filters
proved insufficient as a second fire in 1969 also damaged the filter bank. Figure 1 shows the damage
caused.

Figure 1. Pictures of Rocky Flats Fire Aftermath [2]
This led to water spray nozzles in the filter columns to reduce the temperature of incoming gases in the
filter. Yearly tests of the fire suppression system breaks down the filter media and limits the lifespan of a
HEPA filters to less than 10 years. Due to the hazardous nature of the particulate matter, replacement of
HEPA filters is an expensive undertaking.

Previous Development of the HTTU

As it was necessary to have a means to test new filters, the senior project team Icarus was tasked with
designing and building a test unit. The test unit had to be capable of simulating fire like conditions to test
filter durability and heat resistance. Icarus then designed and fabricated the HTTU. They were successful
in manually controlling the HTTU and bringing it up to a temperature of 1005°F with a pressure drop of
6.4 inH2O across an orifice plate to simulate a filter. Figure 2 shows the test setup of this original unit. [2]
A second team, CPHEPA, implemented a control system for the HTTU. [3] The added control system
also implemented a data acquisition system to help facilitate recording test data. Using an ATMega 2650
development board they built a fully automated control system able to operate the HTTU automatically
with integrated data acquisition capabilities. They were not completely successful in final development of
a user interface, multi-torch control and gating control.
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The third team, Team Hi-Top, added the capacity to perform additional tests, a flame impingement test
and a leak detection test as well as adding clear view ports and a camera system onto the existing HTTU.
[4] Testing verified all the upgrades, although further refinement was advised.

Figure 2. Cal Poly High Temperature HEPA Filter Test Unit [2]

Current State of the HTTU

As the system currently stands, it is a cumbersome system with long run times approaching 4 hours for a
full cycle from heat up to cool down. The Gemcowool Mineral Wool insulation used on the exterior of
the HTTU is difficult to remove and reattach to the system and many of the smaller pieces have begun to
break.
The control system for the HTTU is still under work as part of a graduate student’s master’s thesis.
Currently, the graduate student’s laptop is the only device that can control the HTTU. The control system
is under retrofit to work on a Raspberry Pi. Control system progress will be updated as the information
comes available
Part of the original design considerations of the HTTU was the availability of power at the facilities on
campus to power it. The Cal Poly Engines Lab was chosen as the location for testing as it had access to a
compressed air supply capable of providing a continuous 330 SCFM at 120 psig, and has an exhaust
extraction system capable of removing air at a rate of 1900 SCFM. Finally, the Lab has a 480V 3φ 100A
circuit installed in it. As only 20A was being drawn off the circuit to run the exhaust fan, Cal Poly
Facilities installed a 480V 3φ 60A drop line. The HTTU and its electrical systems were all inspected by
Cal Poly Facilities and are NEC compliant [2].
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The HTTU takes almost an hour to come up to an operating temperature of 1000°F. The HTTU can
produce airflow in excess of 1300° F; however, the airflow loses over 300°F by the time it reaches the
filter [2]. It is possible if allowed to run longer the HTTU would come to a higher steady state
temperature, but having to wait longer than an hour for system heat up is impractical.

Formal Problem Definition

The High Temperature Test Unit (HTTU) was commissioned by Erik Brown of Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) to test High-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters in conditions up to
1225°F, thereby simulating fire like conditions. The HTTU was originally built by Team Icarus as their
Cal Poly senior project in 2011-2012. A second senior project team, CPHEPA, was tasked with
developing a control system and fully automatic testing procedures. Finally, Team Hi-Top, was enlisted
to add to the capacity of the original HTTU by adding flame impingement testing, transparent view ports,
video capability and leak detection.
Tasked with retrofitting the HTTU, a Quality Function Deployment (QFD) diagram was employed to help
identify the major areas of concern where efforts would need to be focused. The QFD is presented in
Figure 20. QFD and only the results are discussed here. Two main areas of concern identified through the
QFD. First, decreasing the temperature losses of the system, and second decreasing the heat up time of the
system. Both areas of concern are strongly related. The less thermal energy the HTTU retains, the longer
the heat up time and the cooler the steady state temperature of the system. Conversely, the more thermal
energy the system can retain, the quicker the heat up and the hotter the steady state of the system.
The specifications from the QFD are presented in Table 1. The items are presented with design target and
a tolerance. Tolerances are presented as Min or Max indicating the parameter needs either to be
minimized or maximized. All items are quantified by the risk they entail: high (H), medium (M) or low
(L). This risk is not in reference to the specific danger of the specification, but rather the difficulty of
achieving the parameter. Compliance indicates how the parameter will be verified. Testing (T), analysis
(A), and inspection (I) being the three compliance methods used in the table below. The current state of
the HTTU does not meet all the necessary specifications outlined in Table 1.

Table 1. List of objectives and specifications

Spec #
1
2
3

Parameter
Maximum
Temperature
Heat up time
Low Flow Rate

Table 1: List of Design Parameters
Requirement or Target
1225°F at high flow
1150°F at 25 SCFM

40 min
25 SCFM

Tolerance
Min
Min
Min

The objective of this senior project is to bring the HTTU into line with requirements.
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Risk
H
M
H

Compliance
A,T
A,T
A,T

Chapter 2 – Background
Comparable Systems

There are several systems in existence, which provide comparable capabilities to what is needed to
simulate fire conditions for testing a HEPA filter. In addition to heating, these systems also provide
airflow. Under fire conditions the HEPA filters need to maintain their structural integrity and filtration
qualities. A patent search did not reveal any relevant technologies to the testing of HEPA filters at high
temperature, but several analogous systems were found.

Institute for Clean Energy Technology (ICET)
The University of Mississippi has designed a high temperature and high flow system (Figure 3) for the
Institute of Clean Energy Technology. The system operates at 1000°F and 1000 SCFM. It is currently
undergoing a retrofit procedure with a budget of $450,000. The purpose of the system is certification of
HEPA Filters.

Figure 3. ICET at Mississippi [2]
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Advanced Thermal Systems CLWT-115
The Advanced Thermal Systems CLWT-115 (Figure 4) is a closed loop system designed to test PCB heat
sinks at elevated temperatures. It operates at 185°F and 1000 SCFM. While an excellent example of a
recirculating design, it has far too small a test chamber to be useful for testing full sized HEPA filters.

Figure 4. Advanced Thermal Systems CLWT-115 [2]

NASA Langley High Temperature Tunnel

NASA Langley designed a high temperature wind tunnel for modelling hypersonic flows (Figure 5). The
air speeds go up to Mach 7. It is a good example of a high flow high temperature set up. It is far beyond
the scope of a senior project and far too powerful a test apparatus to use with the delicate HEPA filters.

Figure 5. NASA Langley High Temperature Tunnel [2]
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Chapter 3 – Design Development
Discussion of Conceptual Designs

The focus of conceptual designs revolved around upgrading the components of the HTTU, mainly the
source of heat input to the air and the insulation of the duct section. Due to having to keep the previous
groups work in place, the only upgrades that can be made to the HTTU are to the entrance section and
exterior insulation of the window section.

Heaters

In deciding which path to take for upgrading the heat input system, multiple types of heating elements
designed for industrial air process heating were considered. The system currently has three Tutco 200 heat
torches providing heat for the HTTU. Each torch is capable of outputting a maximum of 12.5KW. The
torches have a minimum flow rate of 27.8 SCFM to prevent damage to the torches. Because of this, the
minimum flow rate for the HTTU will be 27.8 SCFM with one heater running, and 55.6 SCFM with two
heaters running. The heaters have a maximum outlet temperature of 1300◦F.
Previous groups considered natural gas burners. The backpressure of the HTTU is relatively low at 6.4in
of H2O, but still too high to operate standard gas burners. Unless there was a large enough budget to
commission a custom made gas burner, electric heaters are the only option.

Inline Heaters
A straightforward solution to heating up the system faster and achieving a higher temperature would be a
higher capacity inline heater. Sylvania Osram provided several custom designed inline heater choices,
however only one of which could achieve higher temperatures. This fact, along with the price point,
removed them from consideration. They could be a viable option for a redesign of the system with a
larger budget. The capabilities match what would be required to achieve high temperatures at high flow
rates. Table 2 shows a price matrix for Sylvania Osram heaters.
Table 2. Sylvania Osram Heaters
Heater

Air Temperature

Voltage Amperage

Power

Price

Custom

1300◦F

480V

200A

120kW

$35,000

Custom

1300◦F

480V

80A

50kW

$25,000

Custom

1300◦F

480V

60A

30kW

$19,000

SureHeat Max

1400◦F

480V

60A

36kW

$8,000

Blanket Heaters
Blanket heaters were proposed as a means to preheat the steel of the HTTU duct to reduce heat up time
and thermal losses of the system. Most commercially available blanket heaters were unable to meet the
temperature requirements needed. While heating the steel would improve the performance of the HTTU
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and the response time. In an effort to add more insulation and heat the airflow more, blanket heaters were
ultimately removed from consideration

Ceramic Rod Heaters
Another heater investigated was a ceramic rod heater, similar to an immersion heater. A ceramic rod
heater is essentially a resistance heater within a ceramic housing. They are able to reach temperatures
above 2200°F with high watt densities. Several ceramic rod heaters could be inserted through the outer
shell of the HTTU in front of the filter face. Not only could they provide high temperatures near the filter
face, but also could act as baffles, disturbing the flow and helping keep the airflow thoroughly mixed. It is
necessary to take into account the watt density when selecting a ceramic heater, and watt densities over
23W/in2 are at risk of overheating in air. Ceramic heaters were not pursued, because their performance at
high flow rates will not be able to meet the requirements.

Immersion Heaters
Immersion heaters are similar to ceramic rod heaters, and are designed for low to mid flow rates and
higher temperatures. Unlike ceramic rod heaters, immersion heaters use a metallic coil or rod to heat up a
fluid, and are designed in a wide variety of configurations, such as flanged, over the side and inline. Most
of these designs are also available in a wide variety of watt densities, but the maximum temperature is
limited to about 1600 °F at low watt densities.

Duct Heaters
Duct heaters are a variant of immersion heaters designed to sit inside an air duct. Designed for high flow
applications they are unable to heat air effectively over a range of more than several hundred
degrees. The inability to raise airflow to the needed operational temperatures removed them from
consideration.

Insulations
Aerogel
Aerogel is a synthetic porous insulating material. Formed by supercritical drying of a silica gel, Aerogel is
nearly 99% air. Coupled with excellent thermal resistance to all modes of heat transfer it also has a very
low density of approximately 1 kg/m3. The very low thermal conductivity coupled with the extremely low
thermal mass of Aerogel makes it a very effective and efficient insulator. The main problems concerning
Aerogel are the cost and means of application.
Most industrial applications of Aerogel are external where banding or an adhesive overlay is used to
secure the Aerogel sheets. Any methods to attach the Aerogel on the inside of the HTTU would need to
be mechanical in nature as adhesives to attach the Aerogel to the steel are either non-existent, or
extremely proprietary.
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Refractory Cements
Precast cement blocks and coatings are standard practice for situations that combine storing or
transferring fluids at high temperatures. They are readily available in a number of precast forms and have
the ability to be custom cast to specific needs. While the needed amount of cement would have a much
higher mass than Aerogel would, the insulation properties of the two are nearly identical. Casting
refractory cements involve a long and delicate curing procedure to ensure all water content has been
baked out. Failure to cure the cement correctly can lead to cracking in the cement, and the possibility of
shattering and exploding of the cement. As such, refractory cements are a viable option for insulation, but
the curing process and risks make them an alternate choice.

Composites
The use of composites, either as an insulation or a replacement for the steel ducting of the HTTU was
highly attractive because of their ability to form complex geometries easily, and their lightweight.
Unfortunately, outside of highly involved and costly manufacturing techniques, almost no composite
resins are designed for the extremely elevated temperatures that are going to be experienced in the inlet
section. It is possible to integrate composites into a structural purpose as long as they are properly
insulated; however, ensuring that the composites are thermally protected outweighs the benefits of using
them as structural elements when metals are both easier to fabricate and cheaper to obtain.

Ceramic Blanket
Similar in design to mineral wool, ceramic blankets are flexible. Ideal for wrapping ductwork and high
temperature pipes, many ceramic blankets have continuous operating temperatures greater than 2000°F.
Low thermal conductivities provide excellent insulation properties, especially when secured with aircraft
grade stainless wire ties.

Promat Microtherm Panel
Promat Microtherm panels are a high silica content particulate board covered in a glass fiber coating. For
temperatures above 1000°F, a quartz cloth coating is recommended. The rigid panels are manufactured by
compressing silica particulate. If the cloth coating breaks or tears the particulate can be released;
however, Promat panels have an extremely low thermal conductivity and can be shaped and sealed with
relative ease. See Appendix D for component datasheets, and information on cutting and sealing Promat
panels.

Other Concerns
Exhaust System
The original HTTU uses a 6 inch diameter stainless steel ducting tube for exhaust tubing. This tube
interfaces with the exhaust fan system in the Cal Poly engines lab. Using the tubing is a difficult
undertaking as it is heavy and unwieldy. Modifications to the system will be looked into given the amount
of funding left over from the necessary modifications. While testing the HTTU it was observed that after
5’ of ducting, the exhaust was cooled sufficiently to no longer affect the metal color. With the HTTU
being redesigned for higher thermal efficiencies, the length of exhaust hose that is required to cool the
exhaust sufficiently could increase. Until testing can verify the amount of tubing needed to cool the
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exhaust sufficiently to change to a smaller hose, different material or both, the hose will be left, as it is to
ensure no personnel are exposed to a potentially dangerous situation.

Data Acquisition
While the main goal of this project is the redesign of the HTTU to be more thermally efficient and heat up
quicker, also requested by LLNL was acquiring data about the flow characteristics. Previous teams had
only taken data from the center of the duct. Also with only several runs of the system, there is very little
data about the flow inside the HTTU. Taking temperature readings and differential pressure readings with
a pitot tube will help to provide this information.

Concept Selection

Due to initial budgetary constraints, the design path pursued was making the HTTU much more
thermally efficient through upgraded insulation sections. The research into different styles of insulation
led to two distinct styles of modification. The first design kept the stainless steel sections of the existing
HTTU and involved changing out the mineral wool with Aerogel wrapping. The second design utilized
removing the stainless steel sections of the HTTU and replacing them with cast concrete sections. Both
options have multiple variations, which have been analyzed with research and weighted decision
matrices.
By use of Pugh Matrices Table 4: Pugh Matrices and weighted decision matrices Table 5. Decision
Matrix several concepts were developed. The Pugh matrix easily identified several major
improvements, which could be made. Changing the entrance geometry, adding interior insulation and
changing a heater were all identified as very promising. After the ideas were generated, which are
outlined in more detail below, the weighted decision matrix was utilized to select the final design.

Concept Design 1

Design 1 is to insulate the entrance region on the HTTU with Aerogel on the inside and outside. Aerogel
is the best insulator on the market and can be cut and fastened to the HTTU with relative ease on the
exterior of the system. Unfortunately, there are relatively few manufactures of Aerogel and those
contacted have not responded to any form of correspondence.

•

•

Benefits of using Aerogel
• Extremely low thermal conductivity
• Easy to shape
• Thin, compatible with current entry region setup
Drawbacks of using Aerogel
• Expensive
• Hard to find a reputable distributor
• Unknown if adhesives are compatible
• Problems supporting operation above 1200°F

Because this design is compatible with the HTTUs existing stainless steel sections, the bolted flanges
should be changed to a quick-release style system with reusable gaskets. To do this, the current flanges
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would need be removed, and a groove would be welded to one side of each entrance region section
(GTAW welding process). This would be lined with a braided ceramic or aerogel gasket that would seal
upon the pressure from the tongue of the next section. A diagram can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Tongue and Groove Design

Concept Design 2

Precast cement blocks and coatings are standard practice for situations that combine, store or transfer
fluids at high temperatures. Because of this, we were able to find a number of highly engineered materials
from reputable suppliers and manufacturers. Concept design 2, as shown in Figure 7, incorporates the use
of precast cement sections of Plicast Airlite refractory cement. Because cement needs to go through an
intensive heat up schedule, modular sections are to be pre-cast with Plicast Airlite, small enough to be
fired in the kiln at Cal Poly. Both of these materials have properties desirable for this application, with
thermal conductivities between 0.18 and 0.3 W/m-K. Data sheets for these materials can be found in
Appendix C.
Some of the benefits of using a refractory cement as insulation include low thermal conductivity, high
durability and low cost. Despite these advantages, cement still has a large thermal mass leading to longer
heat up times. The larger concern; however, is the intensive curing process. A long, controlled bake out
is required to cure the cement and drive out any residual water packets. Failure to do so can lead to
cracking in the cement, and even catastrophic failure. If such a failure were to occur, it would be
extremely hazardous and potentially destroy the HTTU.
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Figure 7. Modular Design Section

Supporting Preliminary Analysis

Analysis of the preliminary concepts showed much promise, while also bringing up a few concerns about
how feasible the actual results would be. The new designs were analyzed using convective heat transfer
and one-dimensional conduction through a flat plate to determine the improvement over the initial design.
The base line was the no cement, mineral wool insulation. Calculations performed in EES showed an
improvement of 40°F at the filter face for 2 inch of cement with a mineral wool wrap as shown in Figure
8. This improvement was not as drastic as anticipated. Detailed descriptions of the analysis process is
found in Appendix E.
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Figure 8. Comparison of different insulations for use on the HTTU
A failure mode analysis, as detailed in Appendix E, showed that the use of cement was risky. From a
fabrication standpoint, the cement has such an intensive curing schedule to ensure structural integrity and
this curing time would become a very high-risk issue if done incorrectly, as the cement has the capability
of fracturing in an explosive manner if not cured properly. Another issue was with the use of Aerogel as
an insulator. In the thicknesses that it is sold in, it would take multiple wrappings just to be on the same
level of insulation as the existing mineral wool. This, along with its lack of high temperature rating, led
the designs in the direction of changing the heating system and not just upgrading the insulation.
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Chapter 4 – Final Design Statement
Overall Description/Layout with labeled solid model
Most of the preliminary design was changed due to feedback from the sponsor, further communication
with insulation suppliers, lessons learned from previous research, supplementary calculations, and
incubation. Major changes from the previously considered designs include the addition of an immersion
heater, removal of one of the torch heaters, and an insulation overhaul. The setup of the new heating
system will use the torch heaters in parallel to preheat air that is blown directly onto the immersion heater.
Figure 9 shows the final assembled design. Our calculations indicate removing one of the Tutco HT200
torch heaters would not be detrimental to the performance of the HTTU, and the performance gains from
the 1600°F immersion heater will be instrumental in achieving the design requirement of 1225°F at high
flow and 1125°F at low flow. The maximum SCFM rating of the heat torches is 100 SCFM each, but as
shown in Appendix E, the available electrical energy is not enough for that high of flow. This, combined
with the power limitation of 39.9 kW imposed on the HTTU, is what makes the HTTU ideal for lower
flow rates.

Figure 9. Modified HTTU Assembled
After consideration, it was decided to replace one of the heat torches with an immersion heater capable of
reaching higher surface temperatures. Figure 10 demonstrates the new heater arrangement. At low flow
rates, the immersion heater is a more efficient heat source. The heat torches will be the first heating stage,
and the flow exiting the heat torches will be directed into a manifold, and consequently flow over the
immersion heater. The final design calls for the immersion heater to be housed within a 6 in schedule 10
S stainless steel pipe welded in inside the existing 24-inch duct section of the HTTU. Inside the pipe, an
array of 12 guidance fins of 18 ga 304 stainless steel run axially down the pipe. An overview of these
parts can be seen in Figure 11. A very attractive feature of this design is the ability to reuse most of the
existing HTTU, keeping material and fabrication costs to a minimum.
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Figure 10. Entrance section

Figure 11. Exploded assembly
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Detailed Design Description
Manifold

The new manifold section will be constructed with two bent sections of 1-¼ inch schedule 10S stainless
steel pipe and one four-inch section of schedule 40S stainless steel pipe. The holes in the 6 inch pipe for
the 1-¼ inch pipe connection will be drilled using a 1-½ inch drill bit considering the inside diameter of
the schedule 10 pipe is 1.44 inches. This gives a step on the inside of the pipe so it can be welded with a
⅛ inch fillet all the way around. The outside will also receive a ⅛ fillet all the way around, and all
stainless welds will be completed with the TIG process using 308L filler metal and a 2% thoriated
tungsten electrode. The manifold will then be welded to the ¼ X15x15 inch Faceplate with a 3/16 inch
fillet weld all the way around to seal the pipe as shown in Figure 12. The manifold needs to be bolted to
the immersion heater so a 5 inch ANSI stainless steel flange will be welded to the manifold. Detailed
drawings with weld diagrams can be seen in Appendix B.

Figure 12. Manifold and face plate

Faceplate

The faceplate is the ¼ inch stainless steel plate that bears the weight of the immersion heater, torch
heaters, and manifold. It has holes that match up to the flange bolt pattern. The current faceplate on the
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HTTU has eight holes for torch heaters, and would require extensive fabrication to be reused in the new
design. Team Flashpoint located an extra faceplate with holes already drilled for mounting to the HTTU,
but this will not be used in the assembly as there is no way to machine out the hole accurately. It is easier
to send it out to be waterjet cut. The faceplate will have a 6 inch hole drilled through the center, and
locating this hole perfectly is of utmost importance for ease of fabrication. To ensure the accurate location
of the hole center plane datums were used on the dimensioned drawings. All holes for the bolt pattern
have also been referenced to this datum. For detailed drawings, see Appendix B.

Immersion Tube

The immersion tube will be constructed from a 6 inch schedule 10S stainless steel pipe. Because it is
sandwiched in between two 12-gauge stainless steel plates, its total length will be under 24 inches,
approximately 23.79 inches. Appendix B contains the detailed drawing. Twelve 18 gauge stainless steel
fins will be welded parallel to the flow of air through the immersion tube, in a circular pattern around its
circumference. The twelve fins allow for a minimum linear clearance between adjacent fin tips of 1.21
inches, just enough room to clear a TIG torch at the appropriate angle for fabrication. The fins will
receive 1/8 inch fillet welds, stitch welded 2 inch O.C in ¼ inch lengths.
The immersion tube will be wrapped with a two-inch layer of Maftec® ceramic fiber insulation prior to
its final placement in the duct section. The Maftec ceramic fiber insulation will be secured to the exterior
of the immersion tube with .032 inch stainless steel safety wire. Special consideration of the heat input
will need to be taken when welding the ends of the immersion tube to the 12 gauge stainless steel plates at
both end, because welding temperatures of stainless steel can exceed 2800°F, which exceeds the
maximum temperature rating of the insulation. Detailed drawings of the immersion tube can be found in
Appendix B.

24 inch Duct Section

The 24-inch duct section is important because it houses the immersion tube, and the immersion heater.
The exterior shell of the 24-inch duct section was already built, which is one of the benefits of its design.
The open ends of the 24 inch duct section will each be capped with a 12 gauge 304 stainless steel plate,
and will have a ⅛ inch flat weld all the way around. The 12 gauge plates will have a 6.375-inch hole
bored directly in the center. The accuracy of this hole is of the utmost importance, because it helps locate
the immersion tube, and needs to mate perfectly with the hole in the faceplate. The 6.375 inch hole will be
slightly larger than the 6.36 inch inside diameter of the pipe so that the pipe can be welded to the plate
with a ⅛ inch fillet weld. Assembly drawings for the 24-inch duct section can be found in Appendix B.

Assembly

The resulting three duct sections will be bolted together with ½ inch stainless steel bolts. The immersion
heater calls for larger ¾ inch bolts, and because the ANSI flanges are steel, hardened steel bolts will be
used to bolt the immersion heater to the manifold. A thin layer of high temperature sealant will be applied
to the mating surfaces of the ANSI flanges, and around the 6 inch openings between the faceplate and the
24 inch duct section. The grafoil gaskets holding the existing faceplate to the 11 inch section will be
reused.
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Material, Geometry, Component Selection
Watlow 5 Inch ANSI Flanged Immersion Heater

The main design criteria for selecting an immersion heater were as follows:
•
•
•
•

Ideal Watt density for forced air applications
Length suitable to fit within existing 24 inch section of HTTU
Highest possible Maximum operating temperature
Power rating under 14.9 kW (Appendix E)

The immersion heater selected for the HTTU is a Watlow FNNA25J5X ANSI 5 inch flanged immersion
heater rated at 14kW. Due to the restrictions of NEC only 39.9 kW of the available 49.8 kW from the
engine’s lab at Cal Poly can be utilized. The specific heater chosen has a watt density of 23W/in2, ideal
for forced air applications. In general, forced air applications use immersion heaters with watt densities
under 25 W/in2 because the viscosity of air is so low. More thermally conductive fluids such as water can
handle higher watt densities. Choosing a proper watt density for the immersion heater keeps the
possibility of overheating to a minimum, and maximizes the efficiency of the convective heat transfer to
the fluid.
The next goal was to make the immersion heater was compatible with the existing 24 inch section of the
HTTU. Because the FNNA25J5X is 25.5 inches in length, letting the extend outside of the HTTU duct
section by 5 inch not only allowed the heater to be housed completely within the duct section, but also
allowed for the manifold to be manufactured on the outside of the duct. (see Figure 13). The first four
inches of the immersion heater are unheated, and thus there would be little benefit in attempting to ensure
the entire length of the heater was inside of the duct (see Figure 13).

Figure 13. Entry region cross section
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Immersion heaters use many different materials for their heating elements, but few reach temperatures as
high as Incoloy. An immersion heater was selected with Incoloy heating elements because of its ability to
maintain continuous operating temperatures of 1600°F (see Figure 14). The control system will be
utilized in conjunction with a Watlow K-type thermocouple to maintain 1600°F surface temperature.

Figure 14. Immersion heater

Insulation
Maftec Ceramic Blanket

By the time the previous teams had completed their projects, the mineral wool was beginning to
deteriorate. Because of the complex geometry of the viewport section, the mineral wool had to be cut into
small pieces, and as a result, it was near impossible to remove the insulation and re-install it correctly.
The mineral wool insulation is also composed of thin, sharp fibers, and workers must wear long sleeves
pants, and a respirator when handling it. Because of the relatively inexpensive price of Maftec, Team
Flashpoint decided the mineral wool insulation must be replaced with something more durable and easier
to work with before continuing research. The HTTU will now be wrapped in its entirety with Maftec
ceramic fiber insulation. The method of installation is shown in Figure 15. The insulation is manufactured
by Morgan Thermal Ceramics, and sold in rolls. Maftec does not have fibers or particulate that can be
inhaled or will irritate the skin of workers, and can be cut and shaped easily. Because it remains flexible
up to 1600°F, the insulation should remain easy to work with throughout future improvements and
modifications of the HTTU. Maftec does not smoke, and has a maximum operating temperature of
2400°F. As it is pliable, Maftec can be installed by fastening it with .032 ga SS safety wire. The wire
itself is inexpensive and can be easily cut to remove the insulation and access the ductwork. Conversely,
it can be re-installed easily. Both of these processes will be much easier to execute than the previous
banding method used with the mineral wool. See Appendix D for more information on Maftec ceramic
blankets.
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Figure 15. Wire wrap around insulation

Pyrotape 682-TB Thermal Barrier Ceramic Tape

Pyrotape is a flexible, thin, adhesive backed insulation tape capable of enduring operating temperatures
up to 2500°F. Pyrotape will be used to insulate the entire manifold section. Pyrotape is shown in Figure
16. The tight fit and complex geometries of the inlet manifold cannot be effectively wrapped in the
ceramic blanket. By using the 1 inch wide tape, the manifold can be insulated, preventing heat loss by
directing the flow of heat downstream. To ensure the Pyrotape stays adhered to the 1-¼ inch section of
the manifold .032 gauge stainless steel safety wire will be used to secure the ends of each run of tape,
similar to fiberglass tape on racing headers. See Appendix D for more information on Pyro-tape thermal
barrier ceramic tape.

Figure 16. Pipe wrapped in Aremco 682-TB Pyro-Tape
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AREMCO 840-M High-Temperature High-Emissivity Coating

In an attempt to extract the maximum amount of radiative heat transfer from the immersion heater to the
surrounding immersion tube and fins, the inside of the tube and the fins will be coated with AREMCO
840-M High-Temperature High-Emissivity Coating. 840-M is an exciting new product released on the
market in November 2014 that can provide an emissivity greater than 0.9 to stainless steel at operating
temperatures of up to 2000°F. It is effectively a high temperature paint that cures in under an hour and
will be applied by Team Flashpoint.

Incorporation of Existing Elements

As the ducting of the existing HTTU is in excellent condition, all of the existing duct sections will be kept
in service. The longest section of the HTTU will be removed, and then the pipe housing the immersion
heater will be installed within it. The short entry region, which contains the pressure relief burst disk, will
be installed after the 24 inch duct section (see Figure 9). By keeping both sections, the flow is given more
distance to develop. Fully developed flow would require a length equal to 10 diameters of the HTTU
(almost 10’ of straight undisturbed flow through the duct, longer than the entire HTTU) to completely
develop and the more developed the flow is, the more even the temperature distribution on the filter
face.
The window section, the section where the filter will be held, and the exhaust hose will all remain
assembled in their current configuration. The insulation around the viewport section will be redone, but
this will only affect the exterior of the section.

Analysis Results (Details in Appendix E)
Heat loss

Mitigating heat loss was a primary concern in the new design. In the form the HTTU is currently
assembled, the flanged plate to which the torch heaters attach is uninsulated. With the torch heaters
discharging directly into a large duct, the airflow volume expands rapidly. This rapid expansion causes a
large velocity gradient at the entrance of the HTTU, and creates eddy currents. These eddy currents are
continuously transferring heat to the ¼ inch stainless steel plate at the front of the HTTU, and with such a
large uninsulated mass of steel directly connected to the heaters, much of the thermal energy being put
into the system is being lost to the surrounding environment.

With the new design shown in Figure 17, the air is expanded in two stages; the 6 inch stainless steel
immersion heater tube, and then into full 12 inch by 12 inch duct. With a much less abrupt expansion,
and a thorough and comprehensive insulation, not only will much less steel be exposed to possible eddy
currents, but all exposed steel will also be insulated preventing free convection directly on the metal itself.
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Insulation
Immersion
tube with fins

Figure 17. Cross section showing airflow

Heat addition

The existing HTTU can only lose heat after the air exits the torch heaters at the end cap. With the new
design, the HTTU has a 1600°F heating element inside of its ducting, and twelve 18 gauge fins radiating
heat because of being irradiated by the immersion heater. Consequently air moving through the HTTU
gains heat in the first two feet, and has much less surface area for heat loss due to there being a 6 inch
pipe as opposed to the original 12 inch x12 inch duct. The immersion heater takes the air that comes out
at 1250°F and boosts the heat as shown in the Tout,G line of Figure 18. The effects of adding fins to the
pipe were investigated and as shown, the fins add about 40°F to the flow. The effects of this analysis
justified the use of fins in the flow area. Appendix E details the equations used and calculations for this.
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Figure 18. Effect of adding fins to the immersion tube

Insulation improvement

To determine the improvement the entrance section changes would bring, the HTTU was analyzed using
conductive heat transfer through an insulation stack. The assumption was made that the internal air
temperature of the HTTU in both cases would be 1300°F. An introductory heat transfer book [5] was
consulted and it was determined the best model for this situation would be a convective stack. Using EES,
the heat transfer coefficient was solved for each change in geometry. The exterior convective heat transfer
for the atmospheric air surrounding the HTTU was an assumption from a thermal science lab experiment
that was determined empirically. By plugging in the properties for each material in the insulation stack, an
overall heat transfer coefficient was established. The result that the new insulation performs better is no
surprise (see Figure 19). By reducing the heat transfer area and thickening the insulation, the given
equation shows a notable improvement. For more detailed description refer to Appendix E.
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Figure 19. Temperature improvement due to insulation

Cost Analysis

A comprehensive cost analysis was conducted for all materials, fabrication processes, and travel
expenditures. Assembly and fabrication was primarily preformed at on campus shops to mitigate cost, the
entirety of the project being accomplished for under $5000. A detailed list of expenditures can be found in
Appendix C.

Safety Considerations
FMEA

As part of the design analysis failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) was used to try to identify areas
in which the design could fail. The safety consideration were derived from the work done to produce the
FMEA. The FMEA is included in Appendix E.

Electrical

The system uses extremely hazardous amounts of electrical power. The high voltage side, which powers
the heaters, is insulated from the low voltage side to prevent any ground loop crossover. All electrical
housings used are UL listed, and all conductors are compliant under the applicable NEC
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sections. Appendix E, Electrical Calculations, show the requirements of the system for conductor
size. Switching out a heat torch for a larger capacity immersion heater would require higher overcurrent
protection. When the HTTU was built, the heaters were wired with 10 AWG conductors while code only
required 12 AWG. This overbuilding meant the HTTU would not need to be completely rewired as the
immersion heater necessitates 10 AWG.
Overcurrent protection needed to support the 14kW immersion heater is in excess of the 20 A circuit
breakers and cartridge fuses in the system currently. Upgrading to 30 amp circuit breakers and 25 amp
fuses provided the appropriate protection.
The connector used is a 480V pin and sleeve connector rated IP67, watertight up to a meter under water,
providing adequate protection for the purpose of the HTTU.

Heat

The HTTU produces extreme temperatures. The system is only to be run when attached to the engines
lab exhaust fan to ensure proper purging of all hot exhaust from the system. When in use a 10-foot safety
zone is to be observed around the entire HTTU and no one is to approach nearer for any reason. Shut
down, including emergency shutdown will be accomplished through the control system. As the default
state for the air valves is open, if power is lost, overheating of the system will not occur.

Maintenance and repair considerations

The HTTU was designed using materials that will last the life of the unit, including all of the insulation
materials. The interior insulation will be welded inside to not be taken out. If there is a pertinent reason
for removing it, the side can be cut open and re-welded closed. The exterior insulation can be easily
removed by hand allowing for changes as deemed necessary in the future. Due to the bolted together
nature of the unit, swapping or repairing sections is simply a matter of removing the bolts and doing
whatever repair is necessary.

Chapter 5 – Prototype Build
Design Changes

In the process of building the HTTU, some slight modifications to the final design were made. The
primary change in the design was changing the orientation of the torch heaters from the originally
proposed horizontal position, to a vertical orientation. In addition to allowing easier cable routing, the
vertical orientation also provided a means for natural convection. While the additional convection inside
the heaters was minimal due to the pressurized flow, the extra free convection was advantageous in
cooling the heaters, and thereby the system faster. Figure 20 below shows the change to the design with
the heat torches vertical instead of in line with the axis of the duct. Figure 21 shows the HTTU fully
assembled after fabrication.
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Figure 20. Modified Entrance Region

The original design called for fins on the inner surface of the 6 inch pipe to increase the available surface
area for radiation. After a thorough evaluation of the Cal Poly Aero Hanger and Mustang 60 shops, it was
determined the addition of the fins would be beyond the capabilities of either shop. We did not have the
capabilities to accurately model and determine the fins effects on system performance. Omitting the fins
was an engineering judgement call.
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Figure 21. Fully Assembled HTTU

Control System

When the project began a master’s student was in charge of the control system used to run the HTTU.
During the course of the final quarter of the project, the master’s student withdrew from the project. With
only several prototype control boards available, the decision was made to use an Arduino based controller
instead. As shown in Figure 2, the Arduino Control System was used in conjunction with a prototype
shield. Precision resistors were soldered to the prototype shield to be used as a voltage divider. Without
the dividers, the Arduino was in danger of overvoltage with the high temperatures experienced by the
thermocouples. At 1500 °F the AD595AQ thermocouple amplifier outputs approximately 8.1 V. This is
3.1 V above the limit of the Arduino’s analog input, so a 50% voltage divider was implemented. The
maximum input the arduino should see is 4.05V.
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Figure 22. Arduino Control System: 15K 0.1% precision resistor bank

The use of the Arduino allowed quick coding and debugging of a control system. The control system
utilized four thermocouples and three solid-state relays. One relay controlled to power to each torch.
Three of the thermocouples were feedback sensors; primarily used for controlling the output of the
heaters to ensure none of them overheated. The final thermocouple was installed in front of the filter face
to capture the temperatures an actual filter would see.

Fabrication

The pre-fabrication plan was followed during the build process. The final fabrication took place at Cal
Poly in both the Aero hangar and Mustang ’60 machine shops. The full fabrication schedule is presented
in Appendix G. The parts that were waterjet cut required some edge grinding to achieve perfect fit up.
The attention to detail regarding the fit up meant that the welds rarely required any filler metal to close
gaps, ensuring a strong weld. Figure 23 show such a fit up prior to welding. Figure 24 shows the entry
region fully welded together including the immersion tube.
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Figure 23 Fit up Prior to Welding

Figure 24 Immersion Tube and Entry Duct
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Chapter 6 – Design Verification Plan
Test Descriptions

Testing of the HTTU to ensure that it meets the design specifications is an involved process. The actual
data acquisition is straightforward; the difficulty comes into play with gathering the required people
together to be able to run the HTTU. Due to the safety concerns with the use of the HTTU, especially the
ones involving the high levels of electrical power and the high temperatures, certain facility members are
required to be in attendance at all tests. The first needed is the mechanical engineering facility manager,
along with an electrician to ensure that the electrical connections are wired properly. Once all of these are
in place, the actual testing can take place. The full testing procedure is laid out in Appendix J.
With approval received from both the facilities manager and a Cal Poly electrician, all that remains is
actual testing. With a failure of facilities equipment, actual testing has been delayed until the equipment
is fully repaired and certified.
With the testing the first several runs will be to verify the control system is functioning. The control code
is new, and while it has been tested, it would be foolish to blindly trust it without testing it while it
controls the full system. For testing, three startup routines were created, one for each heating element.
Code for the test runs can be found in Appendix J. Testing procedure was as follows:
1. Run immersion heater startup routine for 15 minutes, shut off HTTU, inspect unit for damage
2. Run torch 1 startup routine for 15 minutes, shut off HTTU, inspect unit for damage
3. Run torch 2 startup routine for 15 minutes, shut off HTTU, inspect unit for damage
Once each heating element is as functional, and the HTTU shows no signs of damage from operation (i.e.
burnt wires, leaking gaskets, insulation damage), the main testing routine can be run at full temperature. It
is recommend that future groups develop a feedback control system model that accommodates the
physical system’s heat transfer to the thermocouples from each respective heater in the systems transfer
function. In the essence of time, a factor of safety was applied, and the HTTU’s cutoff temperature is
1500 °F, similarly to the mini HTTU, and the original HTTU design.
The flow control equipment in the engines lab is not optimized for low flow. For the testing of the HTTU,
a new system from a different airline was used. The flowrate is controlled using a pressure regulator and
flowrate is measured using a calibrated rotameter flowmeter. A flow rate of 75 SCFM was selected for
the first test run. The flow rate will provide sufficient data for high flow conditions. The final test will
reduce the flow at 25 SCFM to test the capabilities at low flow. The low flow test is being saved for last
as the risk of overheating is much greater if the control system fails. While the test is running, the
temperature is constantly being recorded and sent to a serial output monitor. Table 3 shows the
requirements necessary for the design to meet all specifications. The test specifications are also found in
Appendix K.
Table 3. Test Specifications from DVPR
Item
No
1
2
3

Specification or Clause Reference

Cust specifications
Cust specifications
Cust specifications

Test Description

Acceptance Criteria

25 SCFM Temp
75 SCFM Temp
Heat up time to 1000°F

>1150°F
>1225°F
<40 mins
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Test
Test Stage
Responsibility
Team
Final
Team
Final
Team
Final

Chapter 7 – Project Management Plan

At this stage in the design and build process, after approval of the final design, the next steps can be
taken. Upon approval, all of the necessary parts will be ordered. Following the Gantt chart in Appendix F,
once parts are acquired the fabrication phase begins. All of the suppliers of the needed materials have
short lead times, which will expedite the beginning of the build phase. The actual testing of the HTTU is
rather straightforward. The HTTU was plugged into air, the exhaust hose and power and turned on. The
major constraint for testing was lab availability; however, there were no classes in the engines lab during
the fall quarter. The largest amount of time was spent on fabrication. The intricacies relating to GTAW
and necessity of a well-prepped surface slowed down fabrication.

Team Assignments

With only three members of the team, it was unfeasible to separate all tasks and duties. The larger tasks,
such as fabrication, writing reports, analysis, testing, and research will be shared amongst the team. Team
members have been assigned roles to lead in these areas and these assignments are noted below.
Alex Krippner: In charge of communications with our sponsor and coordination of testing
facilities.
Ian Corcorran: In charge of team budget, reimbursements and fabrication lead.
Michael Burlando: In charge of keeping team records, creating test procedures, and final
preparation of reports.

Project Milestones

Critical Design Review with sponsor on May 11, 2015
Progress Report to sponsor and advisor on June 5, 2015
Design Expo on December 3, 2015
Final Design Report due to advisor and sponsor on December 9, 2015
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Chapter 8 – Conclusions and Recommendations

The HTTU has been retrofit according to the budget and power available. The simplest means to increase
the final temperature and decrease heat up time is to add more torch heaters. The manifold has enough
room on it for more heaters to be onto it. This necessitates more power than is available at Cal Poly. The
amount of heaters able to be added would depend on how much power is available.
The control system currently on the HTTU was a quick fix. While cheap, simple and effective it does not
provide enough capacity for more than four thermocouples. It also does not have enough inputs for flow
meters such as the Honeywell differential transmitter currently installed on the HTTU. There is no GUI
or appreciable UI either. Once the Arduino is plugged in, the program begins to run. A more powerful
controller is certainly needed for further testing, as well as a GUI for lab technicians to use.
As the HTTU was unable to be tested this quarter with the failure of the electrical box, it is recommended
that the next group run the testing procedures outlined to get the necessary data
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Appendix A QFD, Decision Matrices

The HTTU Quality Function Deployment, shown in Figure 20 was used to determine a plan of attack to
improve the operation of the HTTU.

Figure 25. QFD
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Table 4: Pugh Matrices
Existing
design

Immersion

Blanket

Ceramic
Rod

Sylvania

Max temp

D

Max temp speed

A

+

-

+

+

+

s

+

s

Portability

T

s

s

s

s

Heat Loss

U

+

s/-

+

s

Operate at 25
SCFM

M

+

+

+

+

Entrance
Region

Existing
design

Cone

Square

Composite

Cast
ceramic

Max temp

D

s

s

+

+

Max temp speed

A

+

s

+

+

Portability

T

+

s

s

-

Heat Loss

U

+

s

+

+

Operate at 25
SCFM

M

s

s

s

s

Ex.
Insulation

Existing
design

ceramic

composite

aerogel

Max temp

D

s

s

s

Removal ease

A

+

s

-

Portability

T

-

s

s

Heat Loss

U

+

+

+

Operate at 25
SCFM

M

s

s

s

Int.
Insulation

Existing
design

Fiberglass

Firebrick

Refractory
cement

Max temp

D

+

+

+

Max temp speed

A

+

+

+

Portability

T

s

s

s

Heat Loss

U

+

+

+

Operate at 25
SCFM

M

s

s

s

Heaters
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Section
connection

Existing
design

Flared

Clammed

Max temp

D

s

s

Max temp speed

A

s

s

Portability

T

s

s

Heat Loss

U

+

s/'+
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M

s

s

Gasket
Material
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design

Fiberglass

Copper

Max temp
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Max temp speed
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s

durability

T

+
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s

The decision matrices shown in Table 4 that decided what ideas should be pursued in the design. Design 1
is preliminary design 1, Design 2 is preliminary design 2 and design 3 is the final design concept.
Table 5. Decision Matrix
Design
Criterion

Thermal
Mass

Heat up time
(filter)

Heat
loss

mobility

Cost

Fabrication
Difficulty

Sum

Weight

0.159

0.079

0.317

0.048

0.238

0.159

1.0

Weighting
Factor

10.0

5.0

20.0

3.0

15.0

10.0

1

30

4.8

85

6.7

87 27.6 40 1.9 60.0 14.3

50.0

7.9

63.254

2

33

5.2

80

6.3

90 28.6 40 1.9 65.0 15.5

65.0

10.3

67.857

3

80

12.7

90

7.1

90 28.6 50 2.4 40

75.0

11.9

72.222
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9.5

Appendix B Drawing Packet
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Appendix C List of Vendors, Contact information and pricing
Estimated Costs
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Vendor List
Home Depot <homedepot.com> in store
Amazon <amazon.com>
McMaster-Carr <mcmaster.com> la.sales@mcmaster.com
Watlow Distributors<westcoastplastics.com> sales@westcoastplastics.com
Industrial Tool Crib <industrial-toolcrib.com> 908-823-4188
Cera Materials <ceramaterials.com> jerryw@ceramaterials.com
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Final Expenditures
Date

Vendor

Description

Amount

5/20/2015

Waterjet Central

2X Waterjet 10 ga. SS plate

5/26/2015

West Coast Plastics

5/26/2015

McMaster Carr

5/26/2015

McMaster Carr

5/26/2015

McMaster Carr

5/26/2015

McMaster Carr

5/26/2015

McMaster Carr

5/26/2015

McMaster Carr

Watlow FNNA25J5X-SK 14 kW 5" flange immersion heater
Thin-Wall 304/304L Stainless Steel Pipe, Unthreaded Ends, 6 Pipe Size X 3'
Length
Thin-Wall 304/304L Stainless Steel Pipe, Unthreaded Ends, 1-1/4 Pipe Size X 1'
Length
Thin-Wall Butt-Weld 304/304L Stainless Steel Pipe Fitting, Unthreaded, 1-1/4
Pipe Size 90 Degree Long Radius Elbow
Standard-Wall Type 304/304L Stainless Steel Thread Pipe Nipple, 1-1/4 Pipe
Size X 3" Length
Thermocouple Probe with Round-Pin Plug and Cable, 3' Cable, Type K, 6"
Length, 1/8" Probe Diameter
Multipurpose 304 Stainless Steel Sheet, .090" Thick, 12" X 12"

80.00

5/26/2015

McMaster Carr

5/26/2015

McMaster Carr

5/26/2015

McMaster Carr

Type 18-8 Stainless Steel Flat Washer, 3/4" Screw Size, 0.812" ID, 1.750" OD,
Packs of 10
18-8 Stainless Steel Hex Head Cap Screw, 3/4"-10 Thread, 2-1/2" Long, Fully
Threaded, Packs of 1
Type 18-8 Stainless Steel Hex Nut, 3/4"-10 Thread Size, 1-1/8" Wide, 41/64"
High, Packs of 10

5/26/2015

McMaster Carr

Sales Tax & Shipping McMaster Carr order 5/26/2015

39.73

9/30/2015

Aremco

840-M HiE Coat, 1 pint

93.50

9/30/2015

Aremco

1" Pyrotape X 50'

9/30/2015

Aremco

Shipping and tax Aremco 9/30 order 202387

10/1/2015

Waterjet Central

1X Waterjet 1/4 plate (Faceplate)

100.00

10/5/2015

270.00

2883.80
174.43
19.70
18.72
7.54
68.88
21.72
11.62
25.12
7.11

132.50
32.50

Ceramaterials

100 sq. ft 1" ceramic Fiber Blanket

10/22/2015

Amazon

Amazon.com, Donop Mega 2560 atmega2560-16au dev board, 10/22/15

13.99

10/26/2015

Amazon

4X SainSmart MAX6675 Module + K Type Thermocouple Thermocouple Sensor

55.96

10/26/2015

Amazon

2X Wall Adapter Power Supply - 9V DC 650mA

10.98

10/26/2015

Amazon

2 of: Comprehensive ST Series USB Cable 2.0 A to B Cable 25 FT

21.12

10/26/2015

Amazon

Electronix Express- Hook up Wire Kit (Solid Wire Kit) 22 Gage (25 Feet)

22.00

10/26/2015

Amazon

35.98

10/28/2015

Amazon

2 of: SunFounder Mega 2560 R3 ATmega2560-16AU Board
amazon.com Gikfun Screw Shield Expansion Board for Arduino UNO R3,
10/28/15

10/28/2015

Amazon

Amazon.com, 3X DROK DC Boost Converter 10/28/15

47.85

10/28/2015

Amazon

Amazon.com 2X SS 316 pipe fitting 10/28/15

11/4/2015

Mouser

Mouser Invoice no 39323683, precision resistors, 11/4/15

11/4/2015

Ebay

Ebay, 10-pack vintage TRW/ IRC 15K 0.1% ultra precision metal, 11/4/15

11/5/2015

Mouser

Mouser invoice no 39332022, AD595AQ TC amplifiers, 11/5/15

49.65

11/7/2015

Amazon

Amazon.com, Screw Shield V2 terminal expansion board 11/7/15

11.38

7.12
27.11

TOTAL:
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10.68

8.50

4309.19

Appendix D Vendor supplied Component Specifications and Data
Sheets
1. Watlow FNNA25J5X

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

2. Maftec Ceramic Blanket Insulation

57

58

59

3. Pyrotape 682-TB Thermal Barrier Ceramic Tape

60

4. Promat Microtherm Insulation Panel

61

62

4. Aremco 840-M High-Temperature High-Emissivity Coating

63

64

5. AD595AQ Thermocouple Amplifier

65

66

67

68

69

70

71
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Appendix E Detailed Supporting Analysis
Maximum flow calculation

The purpose of the maximum flow calculation is to determine the maximum SCFM of air that can
possibly be heated to 1225°F. Knowing that there was 39kW of electrical energy in the system with the
addition of the immersion heater. Using the built in property table of EES to determine the specific heat
capacity of air, the mass flow rate was calculated using
𝑞𝑞̇ = 𝑚𝑚̇ ∗ 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 ∗ ∆𝑇𝑇

This generated a number of 101.2 SCFM. Accounting for losses and inefficiencies in the heater, the
settled flow rate is 80 SCFM
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Preliminary Analysis
Insulation comparison calculations

The main idea behind the insulation comparison calculation is how each insulation performs with keeping
all other factors consistent. Using examples from the Introduction to Heat Transfer textbook [4], the
assumptions used for this calculation was the air leaving the heat torches was 1300°F and the flow rate
was 25 SCFM. The other assumption was using a flat plate one dimensional insulation stack as shown in
Figure 21 .

Figure 26. Thermal Circuit for an insulation wall [5]
The EES code below demonstrates how Figure 8 was generated. By creating a table in EES and
commenting out and altering different values for variables, the multiple graphs could be obtained.
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FMEA
Potential
Failure Mode

Potential
Effect(s)
of Failure

Fuses/Circuit
breakers

Overloading/
current spike

failure of
system

2

Heaters short
circuit

overheating
causes
shorting

heaters fail

Heaters short
circuit

overheating
causes
shorting

High voltage
box shorts to
low voltage
power box

Item /
Function

Potential
Cause(s) /
Mechanism(s)
of Failure

Recommended
Action(s)

Occ.

Crit.

Lightening/grid
crash

1

2

Prevent
lightning storms
and grid spikes.

8

thermocouple
failure

2

16

Code controller
such that loss
of input causes
a system wide
shutdown

heaters fail

8

thermocouple
failure

2

16

Short

Low box
overloaded

8

conductive
media/improper
grounding

3

24

Test
thermocouples
to ensure good
readings prior
to running test/
use a larger
board to enable
use of all 6
heater
thermocouples
Inspection of
Electrical
system prior to
running of
HTTU/don't run
when wet

connection
becomes
undone

loss of power

machine
shuts
down

4

loose
connections

3

12

Heaters

Too much
power pull

Melting
overload

5

Too much
power

3

15

Cement

cracking

Debris
generated,
unknown
effects on
system

2

Improper heat
up schedule,
reinforcing
steel
expanding

3

6

Cement

crumbling

damage to
filter and
test
section

3

transporting,
impurities in
corners of
cement block

4

12

Sev.
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inspect
electrical
connections
prior to startup
ensure
electrical
lockouts exists
Properly code
heater system

none

Cement

exploding

Severe
injury, hot
air
expulsion

10

improper cure
time

2

20

Properly cure

Thermocouple

False reading

6

6

Calibration

Plugged

melted, burned
stuff
damaged
heater

1

Torch

Overheat
situation
Overheat

1

6

Torch

Short

Ensure heat
torches clear
prior to
beginning heat
cycle

6

electrical
wear,
galvanic
corrosion,
damage to
torch

8

overheat/
irreparable
damage to
torch

1

8

Inspect torches
before testing

Final design Analysis

Analysis of the final design involved a much more in depth analysis than the preliminary design. The first
step was to identify problems with the function of the system as shown in the FMEA below. The next step
was to show how well the immersion heater added heat and justify the use of fins within the immersion
tube. The final step was to take the immersion heater out of the equation and see how well the new style
of insulation retained temperatures within the duct.

FMEA

Item /
Function

Potential
Failure
Mode

Potential
Effect(s)
of Failure

Sev.

Potential
Cause(s) /
Mechanism(s)
of Failure

Occ.

Crit.

Recommended
Action(s)

Fuses/Circuit
breakers

Overloading/
current
spike

failure of
system

2

Lightening/grid
crash

1

2

Prevent
lightning storms
and grid spikes.

Heaters short
circuit

overheating
causes
shorting

heaters fail

8

thermocouple
failure

2

16

Code controller
such that loss
of input causes
a system wide
shutdown
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Heaters short
circuit

overheating
causes
shorting

heaters fail

8

thermocouple
failure

2

16

Test
thermocouples
to ensure good
readings prior
to running test/
use a larger
board to enable
use of all 6
heater
thermocouples

High voltage
box shorts to
low voltage
power box

Short

Low box
overloaded

8

conductive
media/improper
grounding

3

24

Inspection of
Electrical
system prior to
running of
HTTU/don't run
when wet

connection
becomes
undone

loss of
power

machine
shuts
down

4

loose
connections

3

12

inspect
electrical
connections
prior to startup

Heaters

Too much
power pull

Melting
overload

5

Too much
power

3

15

Immersion
Heater

Burned up

Overheat
situation

8

Control System
messed up

1

8

Thermocouple

Overheat
situation
Overheat

6

melted, burned
stuff
damaged
heater

1

6

Torch

False
reading
Plugged

ensure
electrical
lockouts exists
ensure control
system is
working
properly
Calibration

1

6

Torch

Short

electrical
wear,
galvanic
corrosion,
damage to
torch

8

overheat/
irreparable
damage to
torch

1

8

6

79

Ensure heat
torches clear
prior to
beginning heat
cycle

Inspect torches
before testing

Immersion Heater Heat Addition.
Although the addition of a more efficient insulation system is going to improve performance of this
design, the customer requirements will be achieved mainly due to the addition of the immersion heater.
Because of this, developing a model for the heat input to the system is of utmost importance. Heat input
was modeled essentially as a concentric tube annulus, and multiple correlations for Nusselt numbers were
cross-referenced to assure accuracy.
The first step in the analysis was modeling the immersion heater as a flat plate. This was done because the
surface area of the parallel immersion heater elements is much larger than modeling it as a single
cylinder. The flat plate analysis showed little difference between laminar and turbulent flow.
Because the immersion heater elements are going to be glowing red hot, a significant amount of heat will
be transferred through radiation heat transfer to the surrounding immersion tube. An analysis was
conducted for pipe flow using the Gnielinski correlation, and a constant surface temperature of the
immersion heater was assumed. It was decided after looking at parametric data that installing fins to this
surface would increase the convective heat transfer (see Figure 14. Effect of adding fins to the immersion
tube). To achieve the ultimate amount of radiation absorption possible in the pipe, it will be coated with a
high emissivity paint with ε ≈ 0.9.
The heat transfer from the pipe, fins and immersion heater surface were added, and the first law of
thermodynamics applied to find the difference between inlet and outlet temperatures.
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Insulation comparison.

The basics of this calculation was to see how the insulation performed under different ranges of flow. Part
of the EES calculation calculates the heat transfer coefficient as a function of the Reynolds number and
Nusselt number. This accounts for differing flow rates within the system. The EES built in functions for
annular flow and duct flow calculate all the necessary values to perform a thorough analysis of the heat
transfer out of the air. Much like the preliminary design analysis, the insulation was modelled as a onedimensional setup. Using examples from the Introduction to Heat Transfer textbook [4], the inner pipe
and insulation wrap were analyzed as a radial insulation system as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 27. Radial Thermal Resistance Network [5]
Appendix D is where the values for insulations are listed specific to the vendors.
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Electrical Calculations
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Appendix F Gantt Chart
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Appendix G Fabrication schedule
Disassembly

1. Remove wires and conduit for torch heaters
a. Label wires, wrap ends with electrical tape, coil wires neatly and band
2. Remove torch heaters – use large wrench
3. Unbolt and remove faceplate
4. Unbolt and remove camera assembly
a. Store camera equipment properly in boxes
b. Order foam from amazon if necessary
5. Unbolt and remove 24” duct section from frame
6. Unbolt and remove 11” duct section from frame

Fabrication
Cutting and Prep:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Cut holes in 12 ga plate (waterjet)
Cut hole in ¼” plate (use hole saw on drill press or by hand)
Shear edges of ¼” plate
Make sure edges of 12 ga plate fit snugly inside duct to reduce welding time
Cut 6” pipe to length
a. 23.78” section
b. 3.25” section
Drill holes in 3.25” SS pipe section to ID of 1-¼” pipe
Cut 3” threaded pipe in half
Fit 1-¼” pipe to outside diameter of 6” pipe, cut to length on opposite end
Drill 4 ¼ “ holes on bottom of 24” duct section (ventilation)
Cut 23.78” SS pipe in half

Welding
Faceplate
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Weld threaded 1- ¼ “ pipe to 90 degree bend section (X2)
Weld 90 degree bend and threaded rod to coped pipe section
Weld ANSI 5” flange to 3- ¼ “ SS pipe
Weld 3- ¼ “ SS pipe to faceplate
Weld 1- ¼” SS pipe bend assembly to 3- ¼ “ SS pipe

6” pipe
1.
2.
3.
4.

Weld .75” strips to inside of pipe half (X12)
Paint inside of pipe, leaving .5” gap in paint between areas to be welded.
Weld pipe halves together
Paint the inside of the seam along pipes length, leaving ½” unpainted on either end.

24” Duct Section
1. Tack weld 12 ga plate 1 to inside of 24” duct
2. Wrap 6”x 23.78” SS pipe with ceramic blanket insulation
3. Tack weld to 6”x23.78” pipe to 12 ga plate 1.
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Loosely stuff 24” duct with pieces of ceramic blanket insulation
Insert 12 ga SS plate 2 on other end of duct, align with duct, tack weld to 6” x 23.78” SS pipe.
Tack weld plate 2 to 24” duct.
Make sure fitment is correct to maximize weld quality, and apply a second tack weld on either
ends of the 23.78” SS pipe
8. Make sure hole in 24” duct section and hole in faceplate align perfectly
9. Weld out 24” duct section

Assembly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Apply gasket sealant around interior side of faceplate around 6” hole
Apply gasket material to 24” duct section
Bolt faceplate to 24” duct section
Apply gasket material to far end of 24” duct section
Bolt 11” section to 24” section
Repeat step 4 on far side of 11” duct section
Bolt 11” duct section to viewport section
Apply gasket sealant to 5” ANSI flange on faceplate
Bolt immersion heater to faceplate
Apply thread sealant to 1- ¼” threads on faceplate
Install Tutco 12.5 kW torch heaters (X2)
Install wiring to immersion heater
Install wiring for torch heaters (X2)
Install air line for torch heaters (X2)
Install pyrotape on outside of faceplate assembly pipe
Install 2 layers of ceramic blanket on exterior of faceplate assembly pipe
Insulate exterior of HTTU, use .032 ga SS wire to hold blanket in place, using plastic corner clips
so as to not pinch insulation
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Appendix H Safety Checklist

SENIOR PROJECT CONCEPT DESIGN REVIEW HAZARD IDENTIFICATION CHECKLIST
Y

N

Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating,
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing, or
similar actions, including pinch points and shear points?

X

X

Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?

X

Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?

X

Will the system produce a projectile?
Is it possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?

X

X

Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?

X

Will the system have any sharp edges?

X

Will the system have any ungrounded electrical systems?

Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above
40 V (either AC or DC)?
Will there be any stored mechanical energy in the system such as
flywheels, hanging weights or pressurized fluids?

X

Will the system produce high heat (>120°F) at any location?

X

Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust as part of
the system?

X

Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or
physical posture during the use of the design?

X

Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in
either the design or the manufacturing of the design?

X

X

Might the system generate high levels of noise?
Is the system easy to use unsafely?

X

Will the system be used in extreme environmental conditions such as fog,
humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc…?

X

Are there any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please
explain below.

X
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Appendix I Testing Procedures
WARNING: HTTU produces very high temperatures and uses very
high voltage power. Unauthorized personnel are not permitted to run the
HTTU. Read and thoroughly understand all testing procedures.
Permission from Cal Poly Facilities MUST be obtained before any tests
with the HTTU may be run.
System Setup
1. Ensure that the device is unplugged from 480V and that all breakers are in the off position
2. Ensure the testing area is clear of debris and all flammable material
3. Ensure that the control cart's DC power supply is unplugged
4. Ensure that all personnel in the test area are wearing safety glasses and are aware of the test
protocol
5. Ensure that there are at least two fire extinguishers accessible one should be by the control cart,
and another a safe distance from the HTTU.
6. Connect one torch to an external thermocouple reader; this serves as a checksum against the
control system’s thermocouples.
7. Remove the burst disk protective cap.
8. Attach the air supply hose firmly to both HTTU and supply line
9. Firmly attach the exhaust pipe to HTTU and the exhaust fan duct in the engines lab
10. Power on exhaust fan and supply air
11. Inspect 480V and low voltage power cables for wear
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12. Tape any loose cables to the ground
13. Detach front panel from relay box
14. Attach 7 pin control cable to valve interface box
15. Open terminal view for controller information, ensure that startup message displays
16. Readout should report torch temperatures as 32° F if DC power is unplugged
17. Plug control cable (DB25) into the jack on the control cart, and then to the HTTU
18. Plug DC power cable into control cart and then to HTTU
19. Connect power to DC supply at control cart
20. Verify thermocouple temperature readout on PC against the external thermocouple reader
21. Check flow and temperature set points are correct
22. Ensure that control valve is in the off position\
23. Turn shutoff valve into the OPEN position, ensure lines leading to the control valve pressurize
24. Power on control valve
25. Engage flow control
26. Check to ensure the flow feedback transducer is working if the readings are not going up, shut the
control off immediately
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Energizing

1. Engage main breaker and only the breakers for torches to be used in the planned test.
2. Shut breaker cabinet door
3. Have facilities unlock power jack after verifying HTTU power connections
4. Prepare to connect to 480V power-notify all personnel that the device is going to be energized.
5. One person should monitor the control cart, another should prepare to connect power, and the rest
should remain 10 feet away from the HTTU.
6. Plug 480V into the jack, wait for final confirmation from control cart operator to energize
7. When confirmed, throw switch to energize circuit.
8. Control cart operator should now engage the temperature control and verify the thermocouples
are reading correctly and the heaters have powered on
9. Once proper operation is verified, personnel may not now approach the HTTU and must observe
the 10 foot safety clearance.

While test is running

1. Ensure at least one trained person is at the control cart at all times monitoring the temperature
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2. For safety reasons, the controller software does not allow flow control to be disengaged while the
torch control is active. If, for any reason flow control must be shut off, torch must be first
disengaged. Note that when flow control is disengaged, the valve will close and flow through the
system will stop.
3. Gating valves default to "open"-if power or air pressure is lost.
4. If the control cable is detached for any reason, the torches will automatically shutoff, the control
valve will close and the gating valves will open.
Posttest
1. Once test is complete, disable torch control, but allow flow control to remain engaged.
2. Throw breaker switch on 480V outlet and detach cable.
3. Lock the 480V supply
4. Once internal temperature is at or below 85°F, flow control may be disengaged.
5. Once control valve is closed, shut off power to the actuator and close the supply airline.
6. Begin system disassembly. Detach control cables from the control box
7. Shut off air supply and ensure pressure has been released
8. Detach air supply hose and coil. Place onto carrier loop
9. Coil power cable around carrier loop ensure no part will drag on the ground.
10. Shut off exhaust fan
11. Remove exhaust hose and coil onto carrying bracket
12. Replace burst disk cover
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Appendix J Arduino Code
Main Controller Code
//HTTU Control System
//version 1.0.0.0.0.0.1
//Ian Corcorran
//10.21.2015
//WHO CONTROLLZ DA HTTUZ?
//FLASHPOINT CONTROLLZ DA HTTUZ.

//Create pin instances
int immersionTC = A1;
int torch1TC = A3;
int torch2TC = A2;
int filter1TC = A4;
int filter2TC = A5;
int immersionPower = 3;
int torch1Power = 5;
int torch2Power = 4;
char ByteReceived;

// A coupling of Chromel and Alumel wires, has a range of -270 °C to 1260 °C and an output of -6.4 to
54.9 mV over maximum temperature range.
// ^^^ http://www.thermometricscorp.com/thertypk.html#sthash.siFljprF.dpuf ^^^
//Float creates an instance of a decimal from -3.4028235E+38 to +3.4028235E+38
//Thermocouple constants to convert measured voltage to a Fahrenheit float.
float K_amp = 10; //mV/C
float K_immersion = 2.0001 ; //33.912/1500 =.022608 mv/F
float K_torch_1 = 2.0001;
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float K_torch_2 = 2.0001;
float K_filter_1 = 2.0001;
float K_filter_2 = 2.0001;
float immersionVoltage;
float torch1Voltage;
float torch2Voltage;
float filter1Voltage;

// This code needs to be put inside void loop() once everything is complete
//Convert voltage reading to Degrees C
//we need to scale 0-5 volts per 1024 units, i.e 5V=1024 units
//following code is written assuming input voltage divided by two, which would give us approx 4.05 volts
into arduino at 1500F
float immersionTempC; // = immersionVoltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
float torch1TempC; // = torch1Voltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
float torch2TempC; // = torch1Voltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
float filter1TempC;

//Celsius to Fahrenheit conversions
double immersionTempF;
float torch1TempF;
float torch2TempF;
float filter1TempF;

//counter
int count=0;
int immersionState;
int torch1State;
int torch2State;
int immersionIsOn = 1;
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int torch1IsOn = 1;
int torch2IsOn = 1;

//*****************************************************************

void setup() {
// put your setup code here, to run once:
Serial.begin(9600);
delay(5000);
}

//*******************************************************************

void loop() {
// Main Loop runs repeatedly....

// ****** Immersion Heater Temperature Control ******

//Set pin 2 to Immersion heater thermocouple
//pinMode(immersionTC,INPUT);

//Set pin 7 to Immersion Heater Power Relay
pinMode(immersionPower,OUTPUT);

//Check Temperature of K-type thermocouple in Immersion heater
//Read voltage from immersion heater *TC1*
immersionVoltage = analogRead(immersionTC);
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//convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
immersionTempC = immersionVoltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius to Degrees Fahrenheit
immersionTempF = immersionTempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//Cut power to immersion heater if temperature is above 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)

if(immersionTempF >= 1500)
{
digitalWrite(immersionPower, LOW);
}
//Turn on power to immersion heater if temperature is below 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)
if(immersionTempF < 1500 && immersionIsOn ==1)
{
digitalWrite(immersionPower, HIGH);
}

immersionState = digitalRead(immersionPower);

//****** Torch Heater 1 Temperature Control******

//Set pin 3 to Torch Heater 1 thermocouple
pinMode(torch1Voltage,INPUT);

//Set pin 8 to Torch Heater 1 Power Relay
pinMode(torch1Power,OUTPUT);
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//Check Temperature of K-type thermocouple in Torch Heater 1
//Read voltage from Torch Heater 1
torch1Voltage = analogRead(torch1TC);

//convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
torch1TempC = torch1Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius to Degrees Fahrenheit
torch1TempF = torch1TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//Cut power to torch 1 if temperature is above 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)

if(torch1TempF >= 1500)
{
digitalWrite(torch1Power, LOW);
}

//Turn on power to torch 1 if temperature is below 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)
if(torch1TempF < 1500 && torch1IsOn ==1)
{
digitalWrite(torch1Power, HIGH);
}

torch1State = digitalRead(torch1Power);

//****** Torch Heater 2 Temperature Control******
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//Set pin 4 to read Torch Heater 2 thermocouple
pinMode(torch2Voltage,INPUT);

//Set pin 9 to Torch Heater 2 Power Relay
pinMode(torch2Power,OUTPUT);

//Check Temperature of K-type thermocouple in Torch Heater 2
//Read voltage from Torch Heater 2
torch2Voltage = analogRead(torch2TC);

//Convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
float torch2TempC = torch2Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius Degrees Fahrenheit
torch2TempF = torch2TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//Cut power to torch 2 if temperature is above 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)

if(torch2TempF >= 1500)
{
digitalWrite(torch2Power, LOW);
}

//Turn on power to torch 2 if temperature is below 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)
if(torch2TempF < 1500 && torch2IsOn ==1)
{
digitalWrite(torch2Power, HIGH);
}
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torch2State = digitalRead(torch2Power);

//******Read Filter-Face Temperature******

//set pin 5 to filter-face thermocouple 1
//pinMode(filter1TC, INPUT);

//Check temperature of K-Type thermocouple at filter face
filter1Voltage = analogRead(filter1TC);

//Convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
filter1TempC = filter1Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius Degrees Fahrenheit
filter1TempF = filter1TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//***************PRINT DATA*******************

//print header every 10 seconds
count = count+1;
if(count%15 == 0)
{
Serial.println("Immersion Temp [F] \t\tTorch 1 Temp [F] \t\tTorch 2 Temp [F] \t\tFilter Temp [F] \t\tTime
[s]");
}

//print thermocouple temperature data
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Serial.print("\t");
Serial.print(immersionTempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t");
Serial.print(immersionState);
Serial.print("\t\t");
Serial.print(torch1TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t");
Serial.print(torch1State);
Serial.print("\t\t");
Serial.print(torch2TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t");
Serial.print(torch2State);
Serial.print("\t\t");
Serial.print(filter1TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(count, DEC);
Serial.print("\n");

//
if (Serial.available() > 0)
{
ByteReceived = Serial.read();
//

Serial.print(ByteReceived);

//

Serial.print("

//

Serial.print(ByteReceived, HEX);

//

Serial.print("

//

Serial.print(char(ByteReceived));

");

");

if(ByteReceived == 48) // Single Quote! This is a character.
{
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//End Serial Communication
Serial.print(" End Serial Communication, NOOO BILLY!!! ");

//Turn OFF power to ALL heaters
digitalWrite(immersionPower, LOW);
digitalWrite(torch1Power, LOW);
digitalWrite(torch2Power, LOW);

delay(100000000);
;
}
if(ByteReceived == 49) // Single Quote! This is a character.
{

Serial.print("\n IMMERSION HEATER POWER OFF \n");
immersionIsOn = 0;
digitalWrite(immersionPower, LOW);
}
if(ByteReceived == 50) // Single Quote! This is a character.
{

Serial.print("\n TORCH 1 POWER OFF \n");
torch1IsOn = 0;
digitalWrite(torch1Power, LOW);
}
if(ByteReceived == 51) // Single Quote! This is a character.
{

Serial.print("\n TORCH 2 POWER OFF \n");
torch2IsOn = 0;
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digitalWrite(torch2Power, LOW);
}

}

//Delay loop 1.00 seconds
delay(999);

}

Immersion Heater Startup Code
//HTTU Control System
//version 1.0.0.0.0.0.1
//Ian Corcorran
//10.21.2015
//WHO CONTROLLZ DA HTTUZ?
//FLASHPOINT CONTROLLZ DA HTTUZ.

//Create pin instances
int immersionTC = A1;
int torch1TC = A3;
int torch2TC = A2;
int filter1TC = A4;
int filter2TC = A5;
int immersionPower = 3;
int torch1Power = 5;
int torch2Power = 4;
char ByteReceived;
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// A coupling of Chromel and Alumel wires, has a range of -270 °C to 1260 °C and an output of -6.4 to
54.9 mV over maximum temperature range.
// ^^^ http://www.thermometricscorp.com/thertypk.html#sthash.siFljprF.dpuf ^^^
//Float creates an instance of a decimal from -3.4028235E+38 to +3.4028235E+38
//Thermocouple constants to convert measured voltage to a Fahrenheit float.
float K_amp = 10; //mV/C
float K_immersion = 2.0001 ; //33.912/1500 =.022608 mv/F
float K_torch_1 = 2.0001;
float K_torch_2 = 2.0001;
float K_filter_1 = 2.0001;
float K_filter_2 = 2.0001;
float immersionVoltage;
float torch1Voltage;
float torch2Voltage;
float filter1Voltage;

// This code needs to be put inside void loop() once everything is complete
//Convert voltage reading to Degrees C
//we need to scale 0-5 volts per 1024 units, i.e 5V=1024 units
//following code is written assuming input voltage divided by two, which would give us approx 4.05 volts
into arduino at 1500F
float immersionTempC; // = immersionVoltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
float torch1TempC; // = torch1Voltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
float torch2TempC; // = torch1Voltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
float filter1TempC;

//Celsius to Fahrenheit conversions
double immersionTempF;
float torch1TempF;
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float torch2TempF;
float filter1TempF;

//counter
int count=0;

//*****************************************************************

void setup() {
// put your setup code here, to run once:
Serial.begin(9600);
}

//*******************************************************************

void loop() {
// Main Loop runs repatedly....

//Read voltage from Torch Heater 1
torch1Voltage = analogRead(torch1TC);

//convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
torch1TempC = torch1Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius to Degrees Fahrenheit
torch1TempF = torch1TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//Read voltage from Torch Heater 2
torch2Voltage = analogRead(torch2TC);
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//convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
torch2TempC = torch2Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius to Degrees Fahrenheit
torch2TempF = torch2TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

// ****** Immersion Heater Temperature Control ******

//Set pin 2 to Immersion heater thermocouple
//pinMode(immersionTC,INPUT);

//Set pin 7 to Immersion Heater Power Relay
pinMode(immersionPower,OUTPUT);

//Check Temperature of K-type thermocouple in Insertion heater ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
//Read voltage from immersion heater *TC1*
immersionVoltage = analogRead(immersionTC);

//convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
immersionTempC = immersionVoltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius to Degrees Fahrenheit
immersionTempF = immersionTempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//Cut power to immersion heater if temperature is above 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)
if(immersionTempF >= 300)
digitalWrite(immersionPower, LOW);
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//Turn on power to immersion heater if temperature is below 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)
if(immersionTempF < 300)
digitalWrite(immersionPower, HIGH);

//******Read Filter-Face Temperature******

//set pin 5 to filter-face thermocouple 1
//pinMode(filter1TC, INPUT);

//Check temperature of K-Type thermocouple at filter face
filter1Voltage = analogRead(filter1TC);

//Convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
filter1TempC = filter1Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius Degrees Fahrenheit
filter1TempF = filter1TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//***************PRINT DATA*******************

//print header every 10 seconds
count = count+1;
if(count%15 == 0)
{
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Serial.println("Immersion Temp [F] \t\tTorch 1 Temp [F] \t\tTorch 2 Temp [F] \t\tFilter Temp [F] \t\tTime
[s]");
}

//print thermocouple temperature data
Serial.print("\t");
Serial.print(immersionTempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(torch1TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(torch2TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(filter1TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(count, DEC);
Serial.print("\n");

//
if (Serial.available() > 0)
{
ByteReceived = Serial.read();
//

Serial.print(ByteReceived);

//

Serial.print("

//

Serial.print(ByteReceived, HEX);

//

Serial.print("

//

Serial.print(char(ByteReceived));

");

");

if(ByteReceived == 48) // Single Quote! This is a character.
{
//digitalWrite(led,HIGH);
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Serial.print(" All Power OFF, End Serial Communication, NOOO BILLY!!! ");
digitalWrite(immersionPower, LOW);
delay(100000000);
;
}
}

//Delay loop 1.00 seconds
delay(999);

}

Torch 1 Startup Code
//HTTU Control System
//version 1.0.0.0.0.0.1
//Ian Corcorran
//10.21.2015
//WHO CONTROLLZ DA HTTUZ?
//FLASHPOINT CONTROLLZ DA HTTUZ.

//Create pin instances
int immersionTC = A1;
int torch1TC = A3;
int torch2TC = A2;
int filter1TC = A4;
int filter2TC = A5;
int immersionPower = 3;
int torch1Power = 5;
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int torch2Power = 4;
char ByteReceived;

// A coupling of Chromel and Alumel wires, has a range of -270 °C to 1260 °C and an output of -6.4 to
54.9 mV over maximum temperature range.
// ^^^ http://www.thermometricscorp.com/thertypk.html#sthash.siFljprF.dpuf ^^^
//Float creates an instance of a decimal from -3.4028235E+38 to +3.4028235E+38
//Thermocouple constants to convert measured voltage to a fahrenheit float.
float K_amp = 10; //mV/C
float K_immersion = 2.0001 ; //33.912/1500 =.022608 mv/F
float K_torch_1 = 2.0001;
float K_torch_2 = 2.0001;
float K_filter_1 = 2.0001;
float K_filter_2 = 2.0001;
float immersionVoltage;
float torch1Voltage;
float torch2Voltage;
float filter1Voltage;

// This code needs to be put inside void loop() once everything is complete
//Convert voltage reading to Degrees C
//we need to scale 0-5 volts per 1024 units, i.e 5V=1024 units
//following code is written assuming input voltage divided by two, which would give us approx 4.05 volts
into arduino at 1500F
float immersionTempC; // = immersionVoltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
float torch1TempC; // = torch1Voltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
float torch2TempC; // = torch1Voltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
float filter1TempC;

//Celsius to Fahrenheit conversions
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double immersionTempF;
float torch1TempF;
float torch2TempF;
float filter1TempF;

//counter
int count=0;

//*****************************************************************

void setup() {
// put your setup code here, to run once:
Serial.begin(9600);
}

//*******************************************************************

void loop() {
// Main Loop runs repatedly....

//****** Instantiate Thermocouple readings on unused heaters******
//Read voltage from immersion heater *TC1*
immersionVoltage = analogRead(immersionTC);

//convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
immersionTempC = immersionVoltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius to Degrees Fahrenheit
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immersionTempF = immersionTempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//Read voltage from Torch Heater 2
torch2Voltage = analogRead(torch2TC);

//convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
torch2TempC = torch2Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius to Degrees Fahrenheit
torch2TempF = torch2TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//****** Torch Heater 1 Temperature Control******

//Set pin 3 to Torch Heater 1 thermocouple
pinMode(torch1Voltage,INPUT);

//Set pin 8 to Torch Heater 1 Power Relay
pinMode(torch1Power,OUTPUT);

//Check Temperature of K-type thermocouple in Torch Heater 1
//Read voltage from Torch Heater 1
torch1Voltage = analogRead(torch1TC);

//convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
torch1TempC = torch1Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius to Degrees Fahrenheit
torch1TempF = torch1TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;
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//Cut power to immersion heater if temperature is above 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)
if(torch1TempF >= 300)
digitalWrite(torch1Power, LOW);

//Turn on power to immersion heater if temperature is below 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)
if(torch1TempF < 300)
digitalWrite(torch1Power, HIGH);

//******Read Filter-Face Temperature******

//set pin 5 to filter-face thermocouple 1
//pinMode(filter1TC, INPUT);

//Check temperature of K-Type thermocouple at filter face
filter1Voltage = analogRead(filter1TC);

//Convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
filter1TempC = filter1Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius Degrees Fahrenheit
filter1TempF = filter1TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//***************PRINT DATA*******************
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//print header every 10 seconds
count = count+1;
if(count%15 == 0)
{
Serial.println("Immersion Temp [F] \t\tTorch 1 Temp [F] \t\tTorch 2 Temp [F] \t\tFilter Temp [F] \t\tTime
[s]");
}

//print thermocouple temperature data
Serial.print("\t");
Serial.print(immersionTempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(torch1TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(torch2TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(filter1TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(count, DEC);
Serial.print("\n");

//
if (Serial.available() > 0)
{
ByteReceived = Serial.read();
//

Serial.print(ByteReceived);

//

Serial.print("

//

Serial.print(ByteReceived, HEX);

//

Serial.print("

//

Serial.print(char(ByteReceived));

");

");
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if(ByteReceived == 48) // Single Quote! This is a character.
{
//digitalWrite(led,HIGH);
Serial.print("All Power OFF, End Serial Communication, NOOO BILLY!!! ");
digitalWrite(torch1Power, LOW);
delay(100000000);
;
}
}

//Delay loop 1.00 seconds
delay(999);

}

Torch 2 Startup Code
//HTTU Control System
//version 1.0.0.0.0.0.1
//Ian Corcorran
//10.21.2015
//WHO CONTROLLZ DA HTTUZ?
//FLASHPOINT CONTROLLZ DA HTTUZ.

//Create pin instances
int immersionTC = A1;
int torch1TC = A3;
int torch2TC = A2;
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int filter1TC = A4;
int filter2TC = A5;
int immersionPower = 3;
int torch1Power = 5;
int torch2Power = 4;
char ByteReceived;

// A coupling of Chromel and Alumel wires, has a range of -270 °C to 1260 °C and an output of -6.4 to
54.9 mV over maximum temperature range.
// ^^^ http://www.thermometricscorp.com/thertypk.html#sthash.siFljprF.dpuf ^^^
//Float creates an instance of a decimal from -3.4028235E+38 to +3.4028235E+38
//Thermocouple constants to convert measured voltage to a fahrenheit float.
float K_amp = 10; //mV/C
float K_immersion = 2.0001 ; //33.912/1500 =.022608 mv/F
float K_torch_1 = 2.0001;
float K_torch_2 = 2.0001;
float K_filter_1 = 2.0001;
float K_filter_2 = 2.0001;
float immersionVoltage;
float torch1Voltage;
float torch2Voltage;
float filter1Voltage;

// This code needs to be put inside void loop() once everything is complete
//Convert voltage reading to Degrees C
//we need to scale 0-5 volts per 1024 units, i.e 5V=1024 units
//following code is written assuming input voltage divided by two, which would give us approx 4.05 volts
into arduino at 1500F
float immersionTempC; // = immersionVoltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
float torch1TempC; // = torch1Voltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
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float torch2TempC; // = torch1Voltage/(5*10*(1024/5));
float filter1TempC;

//Celsius to Fahrenheit conversions
double immersionTempF;
float torch1TempF;
float torch2TempF;
float filter1TempF;

//counter
int count=0;

//*****************************************************************

void setup() {
// put your setup code here, to run once:
Serial.begin(9600);
}

//*******************************************************************

void loop() {
// Main Loop runs repatedly....

//****** Instantiate Thermocouple readings on unused heaters******
//Read voltage from immersion heater *TC1*
immersionVoltage = analogRead(immersionTC);

//convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
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immersionTempC = immersionVoltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius to Degrees Fahrenheit
immersionTempF = immersionTempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//Read voltage from Torch Heater 1
torch1Voltage = analogRead(torch1TC);

//convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
torch1TempC = torch1Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius to Degrees Fahrenheit
torch1TempF = torch1TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//****** Torch Heater 2 Temperature Control******

//Set pin 4 to read Torch Heater 2 thermocouple
pinMode(torch2Voltage,INPUT);

//Set pin 9 to Torch Heater 2 Power Relay
pinMode(torch2Power,OUTPUT);

//Check Temperature of K-type thermocouple in Torch Heater 2
//Read voltage from Torch Heater 2
torch2Voltage = analogRead(torch2TC);

//Convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
float torch2TempC = torch2Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;
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//Convert Degrees Celsius Degrees Fahrenheit
torch2TempF = torch2TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;

//Cut power to immersion heater if temperature is above 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)
if(torch2TempF >= 300)
digitalWrite(torch2Power, LOW);

//Turn on power to immersion heater if temperature is below 1500 Degrees Fahrenheit (33.912mV)
if(torch2TempF < 300)
digitalWrite(torch2Power, HIGH);

//******Read Filter-Face Temperature******

//set pin 5 to filter-face thermocouple 1
//pinMode(filter1TC, INPUT);

//Check temperature of K-Type thermocouple at filter face
filter1Voltage = analogRead(filter1TC);

//Convert voltage output from TC/Amplifier to deg C: (5V/1024unit)(1000mV/V)(1C/10mV)
filter1TempC = filter1Voltage*5/1024*1000*2/10;

//Convert Degrees Celsius Degrees Fahrenheit
filter1TempF = filter1TempC*1.8 + 32 - 16.7;
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//***************PRINT DATA*******************

//print header every 10 seconds
count = count+1;
if(count%15 == 0)
{
Serial.println("Immersion Temp [F] \t\tTorch 1 Temp [F] \t\tTorch 2 Temp [F] \t\tFilter Temp [F] \t\tTime
[s]");
}

//print thermocouple temperature data
Serial.print("\t");
Serial.print(immersionTempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(torch1TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(torch2TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(filter1TempF,0);
Serial.print("\t\t\t\t");
Serial.print(count, DEC);
Serial.print("\n");

//
if (Serial.available() > 0)
{
ByteReceived = Serial.read();
//

Serial.print(ByteReceived);

//

Serial.print("

//

Serial.print(ByteReceived, HEX);

");
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//

Serial.print("

");

//

Serial.print(char(ByteReceived));

if(ByteReceived == 48) // Single Quote! This is a character.
{
//digitalWrite(led,HIGH);
Serial.print(" End Serial Communication, NOOO BILLY!!! ");
digitalWrite(torch2Power, LOW);
delay(100000000);
;
}
}

//Delay loop 1.00 seconds
delay(999);

}
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Appendix K DVPR
Table 6: Test Results Form

ME428 DVP&R Format
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